
THE RULE OF THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

In a narrative, the reader needs someone to be with. If the narrative is
a short story, the someone is the main character. If it's a memoir, the
someone is you, the writer.

Knowing your---{)r your main character's-thoughts and feelings is
crucial if a reader is going to be able to participate in your story. Personal
reflections-thoughts and feelings-help make a story engaging:
interesting to read and vicariously experience. And personal reflections
in narratives are often the source of the best so what's?-the themes and
significances of your experiences or those of your main characters.

From now on, try to include thoughts and feelings as you draft. But
if you discover that you needed your first draft to get the details of the
narrative right, then revise for thoughts and feelings by going back
inside the story and discovering and capturing your or your main
character's responses to unfolding events.

When you revise for thoughts and feelings, you can insert asterisks at
the points where readers might wonder, use a numbered list for creating
notes of thoughts and feelings on a separate sheet of paper, or attach
spider legs: strips of paper on which you've written thoughts and feelings
to be included in the text in the next draft of the story.



TYLER'S FIRST DRAFT OF

"CH RISTMAS EVE"
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limensional painting. The thin streak of clouds, a crooked stroke, a
,ainter's final touch, transformed Fiji's evening sky.

The faint hum of Christmas carols drifted across the sand from the
lining hall, where the local children and community held candles and
elebrated Christmas Eve by singing their traditional songs. We, on the
ther hand, were not so graceful with our voices at the time, belting out
ny lyrics that came to mind about Christmas.

"I bet I could sing that good if! really wanted to," my father
laimed. "Rudolf the red-nosed ... " he belted out of tune.

"Thanks, Dad, but I think I'll stick with listening to the kids, or, of
ourse, Marlie," r said.

"FALALALALA ... !"
Okay, not MarJie-just the other children.
The sun had now vanished beneath the horizon and there was

othing left but the vast rolling ocean and a few emerging stars.
It was peaceful and the night was beautiful. The air was weighed

,own with humidity and the smell of salt.
When we reached the end of the beach, we turned around and

tarted back to the dining hall. When we arrived at the dining hall we
latched the kids sing. It was amazing that they had come there that
ight to sing to the people at the resort.

The damp sand squished between my toes. The humid breeze
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TYLER'S ANNOTATED DRAFT OF
"CHRISTMAS EVE"

The damp sand squished between my toes. The humid breeze
slicked back my hair. [t was my first Christmas Eve spent away from
home. My sister, mother, father, and I walked down the beach. * The
sun, dwindling below the horizon, transformed the sky into a three
dimensional painting. The thin streak of clouds, a crooked stroke, a
painter's final touch, transformed Fiji's evening sky. *

The faint hum of Christmas carols drifted across the sand from the
dining hall, where the local children and community held candles and
celebrated Christmas Eve by singing their traditional songs. * We, on the
other hand, were not so graceful with our voices at the time, belting out
any lyrics that came to mind about Christmas.

"I bet I could sing that good if [ really wanted to," my father
claimed. "Rudolf the red-nosed ... " he belted out of tune.

"Thanks, Dad, but I think ['11 stick with listening to the kids, or, of
course, Marlie," I said.

"FALALALALA ... !"
Okay, not Marlie-just the other children.
The sun had now vanished beneath the horizon and there was

nothing left but the vast rolling ocean and a few emerging stars.
It was peaceful and the night was beautiful. The air was weighed

down with humidity and the smell of salt. *
When we 'reached the end of the beach, we turned around and

started back to the dining hall. When we arrived at the dining hall we
watched the kids sing. [t was amazing that they had come there that
night to sing to the people at the resort. *
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TYLER'S FI NAL DRAFT:

"THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS EVE"

The damp sand squished between my toes. The humid breeze
slicked back my hair. It was my first Christmas Eve spent away from
home. My sister, mother, father, and I walked the beach. It was weird. I
wouldn't get to be with my mother's or father's parents, their brothers
and sisters, or my cousins.

The sun dwindled below the horizon, transforming the sky into a
three-dimensional painting. The thin streak of clouds, a crooked stroke,
a painter's final touch, transformed Fiji's evening sky, resulting in the
most beautiful sunset I have ever seen, clearly a work of art.

The faint hum of Christmas carols drifted across the beach from the
dining hall, where the local community and children held glowing
candles and celebrated Christmas by singing their traditional songs. It
amazed me that they would assemble here on this night and sing to the
people staying at the resort.

We, on the other hand, were not so graceful with our voices, belting
out any lyrics that came to mind relating to Christmas.

"I bet I could sing that good if! really wanted tol" my father
claimed. "Rudolf the red-nosed ... " he sang out of tune.

"Thanks, Dad, but I think I'll stick with listening to Marlie," I
replied.

"FALALALALA ... " my sister screamed.
"Okay, not Marlie."
The sun had disappeared now below the horizon, and nothing was

left but the vast rolling ocean and a few emerging stars. It was peaceful,
and the night was beautiful and dense with humidity and the smell of
salt. I missed home.

When we reached the end of the beach, we turned around and
headed back to the dining hall. When we got there, we watched the
islanders sing. I was happy, yet it felt awkward to be so far away from
home on such a special evening. Their voices echoed around the room.
They were dressed in beautiful native robes. After a couple minutes we
walked back in the dark to the thatched burre where we were staying.
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The fluorescent lights that hung from the palm trees barely
illuminated our path, and I could hear the sounds of insects buzzing
around and chirping, along with an occasional cry of a bird echoing into
the night. Nobody talked. The night was sticky, and the air was heavy.
When we got back to the burre, I clambered up the steps onto our porch
and reached for the handle of the sliding glass door. It was locked.

The hotel staff came into the huts every day while we were out and
cleaned up and neatened our burre, locking the doors behind them when
they left. This was not the first time we'd been locked out.

"We'll go get the hotel clerk," my mother said.
"Okay," I replied.

My sister and mother left, and my dad and I sat down on the steps
and gazed out over the pitch black ocean. I felt the peace and joy of
Christmas settle within me.

"That was fun ... that was perfect," I decided. Now I felt at home.
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